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1. - 20. sorularda, verilen cümlede boş 
bırakılan yerlere uygun düşen sözcük ya da 
ifadeyi bulunuz.

1. I think fashion is nothing but repetitive. The 
clothes we wear this year have the same ---- with 
the clothes that used to be worn by our parents. 

A)   passions  B)   patterns

C)   mansions  D)   bachelors

  E)   chambers

2. Although he only took ---- to be a candidate for 
this position, he doesn’t stop bragging and this 
bothers everyone around him. I wonder what will 
happen when he can’t take the job. 

A)   deception  B)   management

C)   falsehood  D)   nomination

  E)   sanction

3. The Romans derived their theatre from that of 
the Greeks and further developed the ---- on 
voice.

A)   location   B)   condition

C)   indication   D)   destination

  E)   emphasis

4. Tests have shown that the colour ---- of children 
tend to shift from warmer to cooler colours as 
they grow older.

A)   preferences  B)   elections

C)   exhibitions  D)   facilities

  E)   expenses

5. Zoological classifi cation systems were originally 
based primarily on the ---- and differences in 
morphology of animal species.

A)   territories  B)   similarities

C)   dignities  D)   aptitudes

  E)   wisdoms

6. If ---- exist in our galaxy with levels of 
technology at least equal to our own, we might 
be able to detect some of them using radio 
telescopes.

A)   brands  B)   privileges

C)   civilizations  D)   demonstrations

  E)   perspectives

7. Universe is full of surprises. When two black 
holes come closer to each other, they can’t 
escape from each other. The ---- of them ends up 
with a new and bigger black hole. 

A)   bankruptcy  B)   scenery

C)   deception  D)   collision

  E)   temptation

8. Someone who doesn’t like reading can’t know 
the ---- of reserving a place for a library full of 
books that takes years to buy, read and keep for 
future generations. 

A)   enchantment B)   harassment

C)   implication  D)   recession

  E)   temperament

9. The only real adverse health ---- of the Chernobyl 
catastrophe, among about 5 million people living 
in the contaminated regions, is the epidemics of 
psychosomatic diseases.

A)   production  B)   consequence

C)   deletion  D)   congestion

  E)   opportunity 

10. By dividing a job into several small tasks, each 
task is performed more effi ciently, and thus ---- 
increases.

A)   obligation  B)   productivity

C)    failure  D)   simplicity

  E)   solidarity
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11. In the late 17th century, when ---- developed 
astronomical techniques were used to ascertain 
longitude, the relative locations of many places 
were determined for the fi rst time.

A)   accordingly   B)   approximately

C)   newly  D)   loudly

  E)   ineffi ciently

12. Large buildings require ventilation to distribute 
fresh air to all parts of the structure, ---- if 
windows cannot be opened.

A)   bravely   B)   securely

C)   inconsistently D)   particularly

  E)   painfully

13. Rising energy costs increase operating costs ---- 
for many older air-conditioning systems in large 
buildings, causing owners to seek help.

A)   virtuously   B)   eagerly 

C)   intentionally   D)   bizarrely

  E)   drastically

14. Many people take trips ----, often seasonally, in 
search of a fair climate, good food, and a change 
of scene in pleasant surroundings.

A)   periodically   B)   intuitively

C)   especially  D)   accidentally

  E)   intimately

15. I think he was with someone and he couldn’t 
speak comfortably on the phone. He avoided 
speaking and he talked ----. I really couldn’t 
understand what we are going to do. 

A)   ambiguously B)   perpetually

C)   generously  D)   absolutely

  E)   familiarly

16. Although the atmosphere allows sunlight to 
reach the Earth’s surface, it blocks out certain 
portions of solar radiation, ---- X-rays and 
ultraviolet light.

A)   randomly   B)   especially

C)   bizarrely   D)   tenderly

  E)   wealthily

17. Since independence, African farmers have 
---- increased the cultivation of crops, such as 
cacao, coffee, tea, and bananas for export.

A)   repulsively  B)   illegibly

C)   greatly   D)   miserly

  E)   fi guratively

18. While technology is advancing in many parts 
of the world, some primitive cultures in ---- 
populated tropical areas still practise a shifting 
system of agriculture.

A)   hopefully   B)   fruitfully

C)   reasonably  D)   sparsely

  E)   willingly

19. ---- because of the diversity of its physical 
environment, Mexico produces a wide array of 
agricultural products in different parts of its 
national territory.

A)   Largely   B)   Ceaselessly

C)   Boastfully   D)   Detachedly

  E)   Metaphorically

20. Wasps exhibit ---- sophisticated behaviour and 
are often helpful, especially to farmers, because 
they help to check the population of other 
insects that may be harmful to crops.

A)   currently  B)   clumsily

C)   remarkably   D)   recently

   E)   frequently 


